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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made in the Grumman Aerospace
Corp. 36" Hypersonic Wind Tunnel on a .00435 scale model of the H-32 Re-
usable Space Shuttle Booster. The objectives of the test were to determine
the static stability characteristics and control surface effectiveness at
hypersonic speeds. Data were taken at M = 8.12 over a range of angles of
attack between -5° and 850 at = 00 and over a range of side slip angles
between -100 and 10° at a = 0° and 70°. Six component balance data and base-
cavity pressure data were recorded.
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I Test Conditions 10





B5 - B6 with upturned nose; no cab.
B6 - Basic booster body with axisymmetrical nose for high-
angle testing. 550 sting adaptor coming out through top
of body in place of vertical tail. After body complete
with simulated thruster nozzles.
B7 - B6 with slab sides and bottom aft of the wing.
B8 - Basic booster body with axisymmetrical nose for low-
angle testing. Straight sting coming out base of body.
B9 - B6 with droop nose; no cab.
Bl1 - B8 with up-turned nose; no cab.
B1 2 - B8 with droop nose; no cab.
W4 - Basic wing configuration with 4 dihedral.
W5 - W4 moved aft 2% of body length.
W6 - W4 with 60 dihedral angle.
W
7
- W3 with 8 dihedral angle.
H4 - Basic horizontal tail with elevator.
H5 - H4 with elevator removed.




















Model Component Combinations Tested (Con't):
B6W7H4 B9WsH4
B7W5H4 Bl1 W4H4V3
B8 B1 2 W4 H4 V3
B8 W4
Control Surface Deflections Tested:
Horizontal Tail -
The incidence of the horizontal tail was set to -30, -150°, and
00 with respect to the body centerline.
Elevator -
The elevator was set to -30° , -15° , and 00 with respect to the
horizontal tail chord plane.
Sketches of the components are shown in Figures 3 through 6.
Pertinent dimensional information for each of the components tested is
given in the "Model Component Description Sheets" which follow the figures.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
GRUMMAN 36-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
DESCRIPTION: This is an intermittent blowdown to vacuum type tunnel. The
test section is 36 inches in diameter. High temperature air from a pebble















TESTING CAPABILITIES: Model mounting consists of a water-cooled, sting-
balance sector rig which features a model injection system. Instrumen-
tation for force, pressure, and heat transfer measurement is provided. A
Schlieren system is available.
7
TEST CONDITIONS
The model was sting mounted by two different modes depending upon the range of
angles of attack covered. For angles between -5 and 30 a conventional sting
coming in the base of the model was used. At the higher angles of attack a
sting entering the top of the body in the region normally occupied by the ver-
tical tail was used. Force data were acquired by a 3/4" diameter Task Mk XLIII
balance.
Yaw runs were made at a = 0° and 70° by rolling the sting and model 900 and yaw-
ing the model in the tunnel pitch plane.
Base pressures were measured only on the low -a mounting configuration and
cavity pressures only on the high -a mounting configuration.' Base pressure cor-
rections were applied to the axial force coefficient and cavity pressure correc-
tions were applied to the normal force and pitching moment coefficients. All of
the coefficients in the stability axes system reflect the base and cavity pres-
sure corrections.
Schlieren photographs were taken on each run.
Configuration changes were accomplished through the use of interchangeable nose
and afterbody sections, wing dihedral blocks, and preformed body fairings to
produce the slab-sided body B7 .
Trip strips were not used on the model to fix or originate transition. However,




caused serious deterioration of the model surface during a run. The damage to
the model surface was especially severe at high angles of attack. The model
surface was smoothed after each run by light filing or rubbing with emery cloth
as required, but no effort was made to fill the depressions formed by the im-
pact of the particles.
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The six-component aerodynamic forces and moments measured during the tests
have been reduced to coefficient form using the following reference values:
SREF = reference wing aera = 13.344 in2
IREF = c = wing mean aerodynamic chord = 1.468 inches
bRE
F
= wing span = 9.652 inches
Ab = base area = 2.432 in2
Moments are reduced about a reference c.g. location which is located at model
station 7.812 on water line 1.587 and buttline 0.0 (see Figure 1).
High -a runs have corrections applied to the normal force (NF) and pitching
moment (PM) balance readings to account for the pressure in the cavity around
the end of the dog-leg sting. As a consequence of correcting the NF, CL and
CD for the high -a runs are compensated for cavity pressures.
(ANF)c due to cavity press = (Pt - Pc)( 891)
NF corrected = NF read - (ANF)c
(APM)c = -2.683 (ANF)c
PM corrected = PM read - (&PM)c
Low -a runs have an increment applied to the axial force (AF) balance reading
to express the axial force as though free stream static pressure were acting on
the base of the model. As a consequence of this operation on AF, CL and CD are





TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Model Build-up in Pitch - No Vertical
at High Alpha
Effect of Stabilizer Deflection - No
Vertical at High Alpha
Effect of Elevator Deflection, HITAIL = O. Deg.-
No Vertical at High Alpha
Effect of Elevator Deflection, HTAIL =-15. Deg.-
No Vertical at High Alpha
Effect of Elevator Deflection, HTAIL = -30. Deg.
Effect of Stabilizer Area
Effect of Wing Fore and Aft Location in Pitch -
No Vertical at High Alpha
Effect of Nose Shape
Effect of Aft Body Shape
Model Build-Up in Yaw, Alpha = 70. Deg.
Model Build-Up in Yaw, Alpha = O. Deg.
Effect of Wing Dihedral in Yaw, Alpha = 70. Deg.













































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) CL, CDF, CIM, CN, CAF, CDB, CAB vs. a,
CL vs. CDF, CL vs. CIM, CN vs. CLM
(B) CL, CDF, CIM, CN, CAF, CDB vs. a,
CL vs. CLM, CN vs. CIM
(C) CL, CDF, CLM, CN, CAF vs. a,
CL vs. CIM, CON vs. CIM
(D) CY, CLN, CSL, CYN, CBL, CL, CIM, CDF vs. 3,
CY vs. CYN, CY vs. CLN
(E) CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CIM, CDF, CDB vs. 3,
CY vs. CYN
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1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability













Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and







MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
DRAWING NUMBER o / /ZA0--Z7. -7
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length ,_-_-". _/_ _4_ /,, 
Max Width -_;3 /, ,,'
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - 6
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - X7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: / i /-c'z A4'g ,Wv'
' / >=C-/ . , , ,/- ,
DRAWING NUMBER /za 7 -7 -
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length .Z.. ,o / Z,0 4e4 ,n
Max Width __ __ , /_ ,__ ,
Max Depth .d- w. /, 7s.7 _ _7.
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - .
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: <2Z/d2 A& z
DRAWING NUMBER ,//9 S S /t -- -7
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 6S'".? ' /Z 1,6'4 '
Max Width - ,,. /,____ ,_ ,
Max Depth a. g ,i / 7.-7 ,.
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY §,±
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L_ / _'?
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 5 .
Max Width 3_ ___
Max Depth z-,. " 7,>.
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - -
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY- -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1, ,'_rz a<_,._ 2_ . .z/
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MODEL COMPONENT: 

























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.F. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. pf .25 MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
0 P. of .25 MAC
;B oL.L of .25 MAC
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FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. pf .25 MAC



































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Span (ec&quivalent.) (c rs ./)
Inb'd equivalent chord
Outb'd equivalent chord
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
letc-
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MODEL COMPONENT: / Xe,/20z /gX - J-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: X4& Aw-eleZ / ez 
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ' '
atz 2i i- ::= .
DRAWING NUMBER:







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
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a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body, X-axis; degrees
(3 ·BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
'4r PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP CP pressure coefficient; (p-pw)/q
37
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
-S SREF reference area; m2 , ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF)
Iref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2 , in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis



























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis
















CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base a isl force coefficient;
Cb P~~[1] (Pb - p)/q] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; M/qS bref
C1 CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
Common to Both Axis Systems
Cm CM1 pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS
CDb CDB base, drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cn CLN yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref
C1 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD





horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees










































trailing edge to the left
trailing edge down
trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down
















A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data
and those created in arriving at the plotted material
quently, is available as an addendum to this report.
made up in two sections:
sets, both original
to be presented subse-
The tabular listing is
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.






If copies of this listing are desired) please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Miss B. J. Fricken
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division




Note: On plots where low and high alpha ranges are stacked,
the CAF and CDF coefficients are in fact CA and CD for
the high alpha range, i.e., these coefficients were not
corrected for base pressures.
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___ asi:
D A T A
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
OAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BOVS O.OO
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BOW4V3 0.000
GAC HST-020 TaC H-32 BOOSTER SWI4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000





























BUILD-UP IN PITCH - NO VERT
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER B8Y5
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-532 BOOSTER B8W4V58 GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88W4H4V3
GAC nST-O20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88H4V 
PACN
I 50 40 O 0



































MODEL BUILD-UP IN PITCH - NO VERT ICAL AT HIGH ALPHA
'iII I I I 











O &AC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B:Vs
GAC HS1T-OZO TBC N-32 BOOSTER BSW4V
a GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3










































































GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-S32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
0.120




B8W4H4V3 0.000 -15.0 0.000






























-10 0 10 30
ANGLE C
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOII) CGAC NST-02U TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88V3
(oCXO21) I CGAC NST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BdW4V3
(CCXOOL) GAC NST-020 TBC H -32 BOOSTER BaW4H4V3(RCXZ2I) GACC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6H4V3
MACH
30 40 50 60






















30 40 5o0 o






HST-Z00 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
HST-OZ TBC H-S2 BOOSTER






































































.001 -H04 AV .RN
IL .000Y
I< .0000 GAC 
__T-0_ T_____32_OOTR B V . SR F3 34 00Lm
FCX. 2 &AC H T-0ZU TBC H 32 800 TER B8.004V06a goo 1I 0OD 000 REF 20 CI ES
Z0RP S.5TO INCHE0S




GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER e8V3
GAC NST-OZO TBC nH-Z BOOSTER B8W4V3
a GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
GAC HST-2OO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8H4V
MACn
s5 .o 2.s 3.0




0.000 -15. 003 0.000













































0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI
(GCXOl%) Q GAC HST-020 T8C nH-3 BOOS
(GCXOZI) GAC ST-020 TBC H-32 B009S
(GCXOSI) GAC HST-0Z0 TBC H-32 BOOS
(RCX2TZ). CGAC HST-OZO TOC H-32 BC
MACH
0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.0 -O.2 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
STER BV3S 0.00o
TER 8SW4V3 0.000
$TER BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000














PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTER BYV3
GAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTER BBW4V3
G CAC HST-O20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BBW4N4V3























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOZI) C AC HST-OZO TBC H-3Z BOOSTER
(GCXOSI) 2 GAC HST-OZU TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(COCXOB) GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(RCX09&) a GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
::::: B rc~- e, T -.MI
MACK
a 0O 40 so0 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
B8W4VS 0.000
88W4H4V3 0.000 0.000 0.0o0
B8W4H4V3 0.000 -IS.ooo Oo000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 8W4V3 0.000
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3 0-.000 0.000 0.000
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSb4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000
































-So o lo so
ANGLE C
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ICXOz2) GAC NST-0ZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B W4V3
(GCXD03) a GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
(GCXOtI) G CAC HST-O20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BsWAH4V3
(RCXOBI) U GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4H4
MACH
30 40 so 60























































GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88W4V3
GAC HST-020 TBC NH-2 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4VS
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EFFECT OF STARBILIZER DEFLECTION - NO VERT ICAL AT HIGH ALPHA
* * t I r Iw · w · i · i · i i ~ w v i i* w ! I I · 1'w ,- w a W



















GAC HST-OZO TBC H-3S BOOSTER B8W4V3
GAC HST-2O0 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3
GAC HST-2OO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
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GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-0Z0 TOC H-32 BOOSTER










































I.. .4 1. 1.0 0.° a..
PITCHIP
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(CX021) J GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BWAYVS
I(CX031) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
(GCX091) 0 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BBSWH4V3
(RCX091) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4H4
MACH
0.4 0.3 0.0 -0. -0.4 -0.6 -1.0 -1.2
NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM














1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -O.2 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4V3
GAC H3T-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BW4MH4V3
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3





































































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXo3I) B GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(RCXO4I) L GAC HST-020 TBC NH-2 BOOSTEI
MACH
0 40 o0 0o
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ETA HTAIL ELEVTR
BSW4H4V3 0.000 0.000 0.000




















-&O 0 IO tO
ANGLE C
DATA SeT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOL31 GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
(RCXO4J ) SAC HST-OZ0 TBC NH-Z BOOSTER B6W4H4
MACH *.t20
30 40 S0 60 T0 so0 o
IF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
iBTA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.00O O.000 SRCF 13.3440 S. IN.
O.D0 0.000 -IS.000 LREF I .468 INCHES
BREF . S20O INCHES
.XMRP 7.210O INCHES
YHRP O.0000 INCHES

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
cGCXO3S) , GAC HST-020 TBC n-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
IRCX041) L GAC HST-OZ0 TBC H-3Z B00OTER B6U4H4
MACN
0 o40 so so














lF Fl FVATfl; nFFI FrTIN.HTAII =f. DEG. - NO VERTICAL AT HIGH ALPHA
FL1 lL Ur LLLTR Iu UR UL LL II Vilt III II I -s We L;L- %-;#;* 
. /:T~~~~~~~~~~~~~& I I 
....~A An Go 9nT I l
ANGLE OF ATTACe
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCX031) n GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88W4H4VI






























!! 4u so I .%o goo
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION.HTAIL:O. DEG. - NO VERTICAL AT HIGH ALPHA
-- w- I ....... I-- --- v. .....I-. - .. . -





































-10 o 10 so
ANGLE (
DATA SET OTNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IGCXO3D)I ) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3S
oCXO4DIJ GAC HST-OZO TBC H-23 BOOSTER 86W4H4
MACH
*1
30 40 so0 60
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AHTIL CLEVTR

























































































'.e G.4 .8 o.0 o.e O.a
PITCHIN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CCXOSI) GAC NST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER SSW4H4VS
(CX.041) OGAC NST-020 TBC N-S2 BOOSTER 86W4H4
WAC3C 0.1o0
0.4 0.3 0.0 -0.3 -0.4 -0.6 -0.0 -1.0 -1.3
JG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA NTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 13.3440 S. IN.

















-0*s I * I , * , , . . J. | .I . .J ,., , A.J.
1. 1.4' 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6
PITCHIN
DATA SET SYH8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXO31 Q GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3
(RCXO4I) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6WAH4
MACH






























GAC HST-02O TBC H-32 800STER BSW4H4V3
GAC NHT-0GZ TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4NH4V
0 GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4
MACH
2 30 40 s0 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
0.000 -15.000 0.000








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
cGCXOSl) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B:W4H4V3 0.000 -1.000 0.000
(GCXOtI) GAC HST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 -IS.000
































GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-O20 TBC N-32 BOOSTEI
.120
u 30 40 50 tc
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OETA HTAIL ELEVTR
BSW4H4VS 0.000 -15.000 0.000B8W4H4V3 0.000 
-15.000 




























-os .. .... .. 
-tO O o0 o 
ANGLE C
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOOI) Q GAC HST-OZ0 TBC (-32 BOOSTER B:W4H4V3
I CXOTI) GAC HST-OZO TBC N-32 8OOSTER BBW4H4V3
(RCX061) I GAC HST-D20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4H4
MACH
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BrTA HTAIL ELEVTR














































c.rrrT ir rPi rVATna nFlm FrTflnl.WTAIl =-15. nFG.
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- NO VERTICAL AT HIGH ALPHA.
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CAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88W4H4V3





















.u40 so o0- . S 0
I
I


























DATA SET SYMBOC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCX2Z2) GAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
IFCX$32) GAC 1ST-OZ0 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
MACH
IO 30 40 SO 00
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
ER BW4N4VS 0.000 -. OOO O.OOO000
ER 8SW4H4V¥3 O .OOO 000 - 5.000
.120
bk g 1 L.L.--vII lt./I' i./bl I'--L,.M I ~./11flllll&L ------ lqI~ Ii-- ./! I 1/ Vi--I.I &ML-- Il I~./l7 Ub llul
r i t ! ! ~ i w ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i ! i 1 I 
. _P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
i~~~~0











EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION.HTAII =-1_. nDFG_ - NO VFPTlrAL AT HIrGI Al PHA
0..
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-OZ0 TBC H-3t BOOSTER
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-OZ TBC H-32 BOOSTER
- m A k& lI . . .i & I I _J I I * * F * .. I .1 . _I .. I ... . IF
0.· 0.4 Q0. 0.0 -0. -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA nTAIL ELEVTR
B8W44V3 0.000 -i.000oo 0.000
BSW4H4VS 0.000 -1. S000 -15. 00
 B6W4H4 0.000 -15.000 -30.000
.120O
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GAC HST-02D TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
BW4H4V3 0.000 · -15000 0.00
BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 -15.000















































GAC HST-020 TIC H-32 BOOSTEI
GAC NST-020 TIC H-32 BOOSTEi
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
.1o20
as so6 8 O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R 3BW4H4 0.000 -30.000 0.000
R B6W4H4 0.000 -30.000 -15.00'





















(RCX1l M j C 
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-OZ0 TIC H-32 SOOSTEI
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 SOO0TEI
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 80OSTEI
0.120
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
IETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R 86W4H4 0.000 -50.000 0.000
'R B6W4H4 0.000 -50.000 -15.000



















30 40 4 50
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCXo9) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
RC l) AC ST-020 TC H-Z B.4OOSTER
U°0
( XIOI) O GAC NST-020 TBC -32 BOOSTERa cxlol: G H3T- BC 2-32 O TER
IRCIIII) C) GAC 1431-020 TBC 14-32 BOOSTER
MACH
s5 co 65 ro


















EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEl
..8 i [ .I I I Ir ! I I I
YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTERO CAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R 86W4H4 0.000 -30.000 0.00
R B6W4H4 0.,00 -30.000 -1i.000




































EFFECT OF ELEVATOR OEFLECTION.HTAIL=-30. DEG.










_ -1 -. e . . . . . . I . ',
_ ~~~~ ~ ~ , 
so s5 60 65 rO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA 'HTAIL ELEVTR
R B6W4H4 0.000 -30.000 0.000
R 86W4H4 0.000 -30.000 
-15.000












GAC HST-0Z0 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-OZO TOC H-32 BOOSTE
































OF FIEVATOR DEFLECTION.HTAIL=- 30. DEG.
· i i 
' s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l
1., 1.a 1.0 0.. 0.6 0.4 0. 0.0 -O.2 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
GCC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTER BCW4H4 0.000 -30.000 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4H4 0.000 -30.000 -15.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTER B6W4H4 0.000 -30.000 -30.000
.120








































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(9CXO91 ) GAC HST-oZO TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
RCXiol0) 1 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
tRCXII$ ) O GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
XACH
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.o -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R 86W4H4 0.000 -30.000 0.000
R B6W4H4 0.000 -30.000 -15.000























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ACXISI) Q GAC HST-020 TBC H-$SZ 00STEI
IRCXSII) GAC HST-O02 T0C H-S2 BOOSTEI
HACH
55 eO es 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R BWH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000



































0 0 . . . . . . . .· . . .
Gs 40 45 so
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRCXIISI) GAC HST-O020 TBC H-32 B OOSTER(RCXI) I GAC HST-oZo TBC N-SZ B00OTER
MACH
so sO 6s 0o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CX13I) I GAC ST-OZ0 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
(RCX3II) GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
MACn
5s so 5s ro
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HNTAIL ELEVTR
R BSWSM4 0.000 -1S.OOO 0.000
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45 50 55 00 65I 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON DESCRIPTION BETA. HTAIL ELEVTR
TBC N-3Z BOOSTER B6WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000







































'S 40 45 so
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCXISI) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(RCX311) " GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
MACH 8.120
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORHAtlO'
BB SH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000 SREF 13.3440 SO.IN.
B6WH5S 0.000 -15.000 LREF 1.460O INCHES
SREF 0.650O I9NCES
XNRP T7.021 I NCmE
Y"RP 0.0000 INCHES
























1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.·
F
DATA SET SYOO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRCX131) 2 GAC HST-o20 TBC H-32 0OOSTER
(RCX31I) 1 A GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTER
"ACH
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.t -0.4 -0.0 -0.8 -1.0 -1.·


















































1.6 1.4 1.3 1.0 0.2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRCX131) t GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
(RCX311) GAC HST-OZo TBC N-32 BOOSTE
_
0.0 0.4 O.L 0.0 -0.3 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA NTAIL ELEVTR
R B6WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000








SREF 13.3440. O. IN.
LREF 1.4600 INCmCE


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA NTAIL ELEVTR
(GCXOL) 2 GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 80OSTER BsW4H4V3 O.OD0 -15.000 0.000



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOt8) GC HST-02 TBC H-3 BOO8STER BSW4H4V3
(GCX 31) GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3
MACH 8.120
30 40 so 60 " r 0O *0
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORArTION
0.000 -15.000 0.000 SREF 13. 3440 SG.IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOIl) GAC HST-OZ0 TBC H-3Z 8OOSTER
(GCXISI) GAC NST-OZo TBC H-32 BOOSTER
MACN
U 30 40 O so0
ANGLE. OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
BOW4H4Vs 0.000 -5.D000 0.000

























GAC HST-020 TBC H-S2 BOOSTER
2 GAC HST-020 TBC H-S2 BOOSTER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.OOO 0.000
8SW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000
8.120
REFERENCE INFORMATION











































IrN IN PITCH - NO VFRTICAL AT HIGH ALPHAI L-qt I Udl I I iINBV I %,1i. dTl\ L , lllU I} qkdi *z l * · · * · .. * w ~. *~'- i * · '!
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GAC HST-OZO TOC H-32 BOOSTER 8LW4H4VS





















































-10 0 to to
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCX22: Q CGAC H5T-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER








O.000 -1. 000 0.000












ING FORE AND AFT LOCATION IN PITCH - NO VERTICAL AT HIGH ALPHA



















-_. a I* * , I . . . A . . *,.. I ... . * .
1.6 1.4 1. 1.0o . 0.6 0.6
PITCHI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOBI) CGAC NST-Z00 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BIW4H4VS
(GCX%1311 GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOosTER BeW4H4VS
14ACH
0.4 0.o 0.0 -0.3 -0.4
NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR









































I II I I I
0.6 0.4 0.1 0.0 -0.3 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BIETA HTAIL ELEVTR
8SW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000
BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000
0.120
I I

































GAC HST-020 TaC H-32 80OSTEI
GAC nST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTEi
GAC HST-OZ0 TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
0.180
5 10 ri sto S aa 81.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BOTA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORATION
R BW4H4¥V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000 SRaF 13.5440o S0.1.







































GAC HST-0LZO TBC n-32 8OOSTE
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 8OOSTE
*.120
s io ,s *O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R B1SW4N4V3 0.000 -1.OOO0 0.000
R BiZW4H4VS 0.000 -15.000 0.000















~. I_ E~~~~~~~_ 






.f .A * I . . I I .L . .. . I* .... . * . , *.& . . . . , .. I__ _ _ _
0 5 10 s5 to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000
R BI2W4H4VS 0.000 -IS.ODo 0.000
.R B1W4H4VS 0.000 -15.000 0.000
30
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTE












































GAC NST-020 TOC H-S2 BOOSTEF
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
:R BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.0OO 0.000
IR 812W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000




























































































GAC NST-OZ TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
GAC HST-020 TBC H-52 BOOSTEF
8. ;o
to ,t to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
:R 8W4N4V 0.00 -15.000 0.000
R 812W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000











- 5 0 5 10 1l 20 25 *0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE IN
HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 88W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000 SREF 13.34
HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B12W4H4V3 0.000 .- 15.000 0.000 LREF 1.4




















































Q GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTE
0 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
MACH
0.6 0.S 0.4 0.3 0.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM,
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R 8W4MH4VS 0,000 -ls.000 0.000
R BI2W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000





































GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC HST-020 TtC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
MACH
0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 . 0.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R BBW4H4V3 0.000 -1.00O 0.000
R BlZW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000




LREF i .460 INCHES




































I TA SE T
( rC XZZ2 )
(FCX3Z2 )
t FCX362 )
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40 4S 50 SS 0 5 0TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W5H4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSWSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER B9WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
0.120











EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE
4. . .I.  r I tr Ir 
0.5 -
0.0,




GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEi
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
O GAC HST-020 TBC H-S32 BOOSTE
NA CH
5 so as rIo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R B6WSH4 0.000 -15 000 0.000
R BSWSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
































GAC HST-Z0O TBC H-32 800STE
L GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTE
0 GAC H5T-OZO THC H-32 BOOSTE
MACH
ss o0 as 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R sWUSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
R BSW5H4 0.000 -15.000 0.000






















































o4 , * 
DATA SET SYNBOL




GAC NST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTEF
GAC NST-UZ0 TBC H-3Z BOOSTEi
GAC NST-020 TBC N-32 800STEI
6.120
55 so 6S ro 7s9 o os *o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTALL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
:R 6WSH4 0.000 -1$5000 0.000 SREF 13.3440U S.IN.
:R BWSH4 0.000 -11.000 O.000 LREF 1.460 INCHES
R B9WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.00 BREF 9.6520 INCHES
XMRP r7.21o INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES











-.04 A . ___-,
.03 _ . . . __ _-
L .oa
-. .I . . . . . . . .
35 40 451 0 55 60 65 r70 r5 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RCXIII) Q CAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTER B6W54 0.000 -15.000 0.000 SREF 13.3440 SQ.IN.(RCX3ZI} GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSWSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000 LREF 1.4840 INCHES








1.4 I . 1.0 0.6 0. 0.4 O.2 0.0 -O.2 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
GAC HST-020 TSC n-32 BOOSTER 86WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER BSWSH4 0.000 -1S.000 .000











EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE



























1.4 l.8 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.· -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6WSH4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B5WSH4 0.000 -1S.000 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B9W5H4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
* * 20











































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(GCXOuOI G AC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
(RCXI10) GAC HST-020 TBC H-S2 BOOS
MACH
tO 30 40 50 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
R BSW4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 0.000


































O.O . . , * l- L- .' ' ' ' 
-0 0 0 aO 0o
ANGLE C
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOoI) Q GAC NST-OZO TeC H-32 BOOSTER BOW4H4V3
tRCXIel) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 8TW4H4
MACH
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA HTAIL ELEVTR























-o 0 I0 to a
ANGLE e
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOSI) GAC HST-020 TSC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3
(RCXI ) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BW4H4
*MCH
10 40 50 So








































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(GCXO01 GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BSW4H4V3(RCXeli) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BTW4H4
MACH
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA Sit ISYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
(GCXOI1) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 8SW4H4V3 0.000 -15.OOD 0.000
(MCX1 ) GAC HST-0O2 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BW4H4 0.000 -15.000 0.000
*ACH 6.120
REFERENCE INFORMAtION


























to 30 40 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 HTAIL - 1l.000
ELEVTR 0.000









B8W4H4V3 (FCX222) 05 AUG 71GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER PAGE 77
EFFECT OF AFT BODY SHAPE
,rl ill1 ill ll! Ill !1! II! lift Ill *I!! l ! *'l I!! *
X 1 iA




0.0 0.6 0.4 IO.3I lJI0.0 I.-0. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ELEVTR
IGCXOOI) g GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BBW4H4V3 o.ooo -15.000 0.000






















































- o . . . .. . . .. I * . -
1.6 1.4 S.2 1.0 0.$ O.6
PITCHIN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(GCXOcI) A C C HST-020 TBC n-3Z BOOSTER BSW4H4V3
(RCXI I) GAC HST-2OO TBC H-32 BOOSTER BTW4H4
MACH







































-. 15 - __ _
-. 30 -
-. 60 - __ _
-1 .55 -1
j 16 14 12 -1 a
C
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCXI3D & GAC H:T-U20 TBC H-32 B OOSTER
(FCX023) &AC HST-00 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(FCXO83) O GAC HST-020O TBC H-32 BOOSTER
"ACH






























(._ -. 00 -
Z
>- .o 5 s
.-. oo 
-. 03 
DTA $T Y- OLOa7* SeT oITMOL
IFCX010)
(FCXO M3) 
* rxu lX 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC HST-02 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTE
6.120




R 86w4H4 T0.000o 0.000 -IS.D000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















I 1( I I I v % I i I I I I i ! · I I i I I I i l i· ~ ! ! i · ! · ! ·i' 
- . _
-sl -. a -tl -in - · - I - 4 _ l) n · 4 6 0 la I 14 
MACH
L CONFIGURATION DOESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 B00S
GAC ST-020O TBC H-32 BOOS
GAC HST-OZ0 TBC H-32 BOOS

























































-. 0 -6 -ae - a
S
DATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCX013) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(CXOZs) Z GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 00STER
(FCXO3 a GAC HST-020 TBC n-32 BOOSTER


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GcAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 86 70.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4 7o.oo0




























MODEL BUILD-UP IN YAW.ALPHA=70. DEG.
~--r Tr T - .,. ~Tr T r~ T-r 1- -
L 
_ _ _ _ _ ____ 
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ iI ii _ · =E I' · · f Q _
-_ -13 -to0 - a - 6 - 4 - t .0 4 6 a Io aI 14 to
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 800STER 86 7.0000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4 r7000









































































GAC HST-O20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
. ~~~~~~ _ _ ~_ _ 
Li< -
I
6 - 4 - a 0 a 4 ·























I I I I 1 I
I
-14I -it
MODEL BUILD-UP IN YAW,ALPHA=70. DEG.
·.. . . f ir . . I I I . I I . . .I I i . I
SYNBOEL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
Q GAC HJT-OZO TBC H-52 BOOSTEI
GAC HST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTEI
O CAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
"ACH
6 -4 - 0 * 4 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
R e6 70 000
R B6W4 70.000 




































































GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC nST-OZO TBC n-32 BOOSTER
I1 1
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1. 1.I . -. o3- I
MODEL BUILD-UP IN YAW.ALPHA=70. DEG.




-. 030 -. 02S -. 00 -. 013 -. 010 -. 00S .000 .009 .010 .010 .020 .02o .050 . 035
YAWING
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC hST-020 TBC 1-32 BOOSTER
· GAC HST-02O TBC H-32 BOOSTER
O GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
MACH
































































GAC HST-0ZU TBC H-32 800S
CAC HST-OZ TBC H-3Z BOOS
a G AC HST-020 TBC MH-32 OOS
GAC MST-020 TBC n-32 BOOS
MACH
- -4 - 0 * 4 6






























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA LEVTR HTAIL
GAC HST-U20 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 08 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 58W4 0.000
A CC H ST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER BBW4V3 0.000































































- .06 o .
DATA CSET SYBOL
(PCx184)





14 -12 -10 - -
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC NHT-U20 TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
GAC HST-U20 TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
GAC NST-020 TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
A I I ii .1=1
6 -4 -Z O R 4 ' 8





R BeW4H4V3 0.000 -1S.O00
.120Z


















MODEL BUILD-UP IN YAW,ALPHA=O. DEG.
· v i ! · ! W ! ! I W I ! ! ! W ! ! ! ! ~ I · I E I ! E ! ! ! I-
-14 -12 -10 - S - 6
_F; R .' 5F i s i
-4 - Z 0 6
-
o10 it 4 1s
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMH80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCX2o4) GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(FCX294) GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
FCX204) a GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER








































K-;m "--r7 J 



































GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTEI
GAC HST-0ZO0 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTEF
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTE
I .1I I 1 I I
t -4 - 0 a a 4 a














I 10 IIa 14 16
REFERENCE INFORNATIC4N
SREF 13.3440 SC.IN.
LREF . 1.4600 INCHES







wt T E T wl T T T ., I 
_L 1H


































I-S4 -SI -10 - - 4 - I o 2 4 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GAC HST-020 TBC H-IZ BOOSTER 8e 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER Bew4 0.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-S2 BOOSTER BsW4V 0o.000














,,,~ TI Tr I, · ,, ,,,~I W ~ WI I WT I[ WIV · Id " 'T · 
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i
"" ', "- ·e ,.. ~ O C C D . ~-
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 8OOSTE
GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-O20 TBC H-32 800OSTE
GAC HST-020 TOC H-3Z BOOSTE
0.120
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL REFERENCE INFORMATION
NR 88 O.000 SREF 13 3440 50.IN.
NR 8W4 O.000 LREF 1.4660 INCHES
R 88W4V3 0.000 SREF 5.0520 INCHES
R 88W4MH4V 0.000 -15.000 XHRP 7.8210 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES

















2 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 80
GA C HT-OZ0 TBC H-Z2 80
G CAC HST-020 TrC H-32 80
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 so
MACH
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS)
I ON ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL R
OSTER 8S 0.000 SIRf
)OSTER a8W4 0.000 LRE
)OSTER 88W4VS 0.000 BRE







































rrrrrT Mr uLTkir nfurnoAI l VAu AI DoAu-7 nrr.
'rL.,I ur' 111NU UI.'l..LUIAL 1N i TnW cILrmAI-/lU9 ULU..
itA~~~~~~~~~~~l lit I v[ 
_ __ . _ _ 
.
v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l
.- __ _ _
-t I '4 -J --0 -- 8 - 6 - 4 - I . 0 l 4 l
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-OZO TOC H-32 BOOST
GAC HST-20 TUC H-32 BOOST










































rFFFFrT nF wiirq nIrFnPAI It YAW.AI PHA=7n nFG_
I~ * · I I N · I9 I II £I ILJ1IL £5 S 0 U[I I *'I I II I ·S [ ·I ·L U I 4 l U1rWLU III UIngo 11 U LF17-1 V UL U
........ . . . . . .. . .T . .s . . .
_ ~~~~~~~~ a _ _ _ A _ ?A6 01 
-14 -1a -10 - 4 a a 4 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4H4 70.000 0.000 -15.000
GAC HST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER 80W6H4 70.000 0.000 -15.000













































oe .^ 4 a
I
IaIe a la
EFFECT OF WING D HEDRAL IN YAW.ALPHA=70. DEG.
I I
-14 -1Z -10 - a - 0 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC NST-2OO TBC H-32 BOOSTER





2 0 a 4 a
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELE VTR HTAIL
TO.00oo0 .000 -1t.000













































































-0, -14 -in -10 - * - 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(CX8::) Q GAC HST-U2o TIC H-32 BOOSTER
(FCXIS4 L GAC HST-OZO TBC H-3Z BOOSTER
(VCX153) O GAC HST-OZO TIC H-32 BOOSTER
NACH
-4 - s a 4 4
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ILCVTR HTAIL
36W4H4 70.000 0.000 - 15.00
BOUWH4 O. 700 0o.000 -11.000












EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW.ALPHA=70. DEG.
--0







GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC NHT-020 TBC H-32 BOOTER
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EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW,ALPHA=70. DEG.
-frT i l i' ; ' ; 1 ~ ! ' ; T i ! ! l i l l r i l l l l i l i l 
-14 -sR
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-UZU TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-0Z0 TBC H-32 BOOSTER




























































E- -- -=- 
=o=== 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTEI
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
O GAC HST-020 TBC H-S2 BOOSTER
6 -4 -3 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
R 86W4H4 70.000 0.000 -15 .000
R 86W6H4 70.o00 0.000 -1s.000
R B6W7H4 70.000 0.000 -1 . 00
a 10 1i 14 a1
REFERENCE INFOR*ATION







































EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW.ALPHA:70.












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W4N4 70.000 0.000 -15.000
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B6W6H4 70.000 0.000 -L1.OUO
























EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW,ALPHA=70. DEG.







-. 05 -. 04 -. 03
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI
GAC NST-o20 TBC H-32 Bc
GAC HST-02O TBCNH-32 BC
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BC
.1 .1
-. 03 -. 01 .00 .01 .02
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY
ION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
OOSTER B6W4H4 o0.000 0.000 -15.000
COSTER B6W6H4 T0.000 0.000 -15.000
OOSTER B6W7H4 o0.000 0.000 -15o000
0.120
I I .1























I I I I
EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW.ALPHA:70. DEG.
; ! i~ w ! r ! u · i v J u v v i i I · v u u . v v ! d · I I · ! f i ! ! ·
X f X T4-t i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-.020 - .010 - .00 .000 .005 .010 .019 .0'n .025 .00O .o0s
YAWING
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER


























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
AC HST-OZo TOC H-3Z BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER









































EFFECT OF WING DIHEDRAL IN YAW. ALPHA=O. DEG.
-14






GAC HST-020 Tac H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTE
GAC HST-O2D TBC H-32 BOOSTE
6 - -4 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
R B8W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000
R BSW6H4V3 0.000 0.000 -19.000
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LL







-. 06 . . . , . . . . . . . .
-1s -14 - -10 - 8 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IFCX224) , GAC HST-Q0Z TBC H-3Z BOOSTER
(FCXST4 ) GAC HST-OZO TBC H-3S BOOSTER
(FCX304) 0 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
HACH
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
BSW4H4VS 0.000 -15.000
BSW6H4V3 0.000 0.000 -15.000






NMRP P.StO1 INCE a





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER





















































DIHEDRAL IN YAW, ALPHA=O.
SIDE SLIP-ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELCVTR HTAIL
G AC HST-OZO TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W4H4V3 0.000 -15.00D
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER B8W6H4V3 0.000 0.000 -15.000

















































III Il Ir II III TI I - I I I!1- I! II -1- r1[ T II !1r il
-14 -1s -i0 - · -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(FCXZZ4) G AC HST-O2l TSC H-32 BOOSTE
(FCX3S4) L GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 800TE
(FCX3SB4) O GAC HST-OZO TBC H-3Z BOOSTE
MACH
0 - 4 - a a a 4 ·
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
R 88W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000
R B8W6H4V3 0.000 0.000 -15.000




10 1i 14 1!
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















FFFFFT OFr wI NG n lHFnRAi 1I YAW.AI PHUAn n: Fr
i imI * r- ii' I i T I i . I w J ,, f E I E E * fiI mi w · m·I iTir iTr
-14 -1 -1 a 
· -s4 -lft -SO - * - · - 4 - 2 O · 4 6J 5 1 ~ *P * iS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IrFCXZZ4 GAC nST-020 TBC H-32 BOOST
(FCXS3r4) GAC nST-020 TBC H-32 BOOST
(FCXS34) 0 GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOST
MHACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA LEV TR HTAIL
rER BSW4H4V I 0.000 -15 .000
ER 8W6H4V3 o0.000 0.000 -15.000

















































-Le -14 -12 -10 - a
C
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IFCX'24) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 B OO STER
(FCXST4) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
(FCX3*4) GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
MACH o.10o
3IOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL
B8W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000
S8W6H4V3 0.000 0.000 -15.000




































-. 40 , 
-. 00
OATA SET SYMBOL




-. os -. 04




GAC MST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
GAC MST-020 TBC N-32 BOOSTER
GAC NST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER
-. 03 -.01 .00 .01 .02 .03

























-. 03o -. O0O -. 023 -. 020 -. 015
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLN (STABILITY AXIS)
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR HTAIL REFERENCE INFORMATION
GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 BOOSTER 86W4H4V3 0.000 -15.000 SREF 13.3440 SO.IN.
[ GAC HST-020 TBC H-32 0 OOSTER O8W6H4V3 O.000 D.000 -- 15.000 LREF 1.4660 INCHES
O GAC HST-020 TOC H-32 BOOSTER 8W7rH4V3 0.000 0.000 -15.000 BREF . 6.5O INCHES
XNRP r.8ZIO INCHES
P 0.0000ooo INCHES
ZNRP 1.5ero INCHES
SCALE 0.4340 PERCNT
MACN .120
PAGE 118
.5.
0 Il
.°0
.3a
.30
I.-
z
LL
U
LLJ
LU
u
L~
-1
-.
-J
.1i
.10
.o0
.00
-. 0os
-. 10
-. 15
-. 0d
-. 35
-. 30
-. as
DATA SET
(FCXZ24)
(FCX3?4)
( FCX3s4 )
